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Reply to Guy et al.: Support for a bottleneck in the 2011 Escherichia coli O104:H4 outbreak in Germany

In our paper (1), we analyzed isolates from the Escherichia coli O104:H4 outbreaks in Germany and France in May to July 2011. We concluded that, although the German outbreak was larger, the German isolates represent a clade within the greater diversity of the French outbreak. We proposed several hypotheses to explain these findings, including that the lineage leading to the German outbreak went through a narrow bottleneck that purged diversity.

Guy et al. (2) report the genomes of eight additional E. coli O104:H4 isolates sampled from the German outbreak. By focusing on the numbers of SNPs in their samples, they suggest that the German outbreak is more diverse than we reported and is similar to the French outbreak.

In fact, Guy et al.’s data (2) strongly support our conclusion that the German outbreak represents a clade within the diversity described by the French outbreak. We analyzed the raw data [kindly supplied by Guy et al. (2)] using the same SNP-calling approach described in our previous work to allow for an accurate comparison unbiased by differences in methods (1); the analysis yields the same tree structure as that described by Guy et al. (2), with a slightly different set of SNPs and branch lengths (Fig. L4 and Table 1).

The tree shows that all the German outbreak isolates belong to a single clade with a star phylogeny, with one exception (E92/11). The star phylogeny is consistent with a single point source and population expansion. By contrast, the French outbreak isolates have branching structure, indicative of a distinct pattern of diversity.

Our conclusion is further supported by subsequent data we have obtained in collaboration with the Robert Koch Institute and Pasteur Institute, including (i) sequencing of an additional 10 outbreak isolates from Germany and seven from France (Fig. 1B) and (ii) genotyping of 47 more isolates from the German outbreak, all of which have the SNPs that define the German outbreak clade in our original analysis (sites 1568661 and 2252380) and none of which have SNPs we identified in the French outbreak.

The sole exception among the 22 fully sequenced (Fig. 1B) and 47 genotyped German outbreak isolates analyzed here is E92/11, which clusters with isolates from the French outbreak. This anomalous isolate may reflect an incomplete bottleneck in the German outbreak, such that contaminating bacteria survived the bottleneck at different frequencies. Alternatively, the sample [which comes from an infected individual who traveled May 7–10, 2011, in Germany, according to data provided by Guy et al. (2)] may reflect exposure to home-grown sprouts, rather than sprouts from the farm implicated as the major source of the outbreak (3), or exposure relatively early in the outbreak (4), predating the bottleneck. Discriminating among these hypotheses requires additional epidemiological data.

We agree with Guy et al. (2) that greater sampling can enhance insight into outbreak dynamics, but note that interpretation of the resulting data requires integration of phylogenetic and epidemiological relationships. In this case, the additional data support the hypothesis of a bottleneck in the German E. coli O104:H4 outbreak.
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Fig. 1. Maximum likelihood trees of isolates derived from French and German outbreaks, including isolates from Grad et al. (2) and the letter from Guy et al. (1) using SNPs as predicted by our previously described algorithm (2) (A) and additional isolates from the German outbreak provided by the Robert Koch Institute (Germany) and from the French outbreak provided by the Pasteur Institute (France) (B). The arrow indicates the isolate E92-11, which is the only German outbreak isolate to cluster outside of the clade defined by the remainder of the German outbreak isolates. Further details are provided in the text.

Table 1. SNPs identified by applying the algorithm of Grad et al. (2) to sequence data of Guy et al. (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isolate</th>
<th>Reported SNPs by Guy et al. (1)</th>
<th>SNPs predicted by methods of Grad et al. (2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E92/11</td>
<td>1262666, 1568661, 2252380, 2564789, 3089339</td>
<td>1262666, 1568661, 2252380, 2564789, 3089339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E83/11</td>
<td>218926</td>
<td>218926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E107/11</td>
<td>4612347</td>
<td>4612347, 1227036*, 2803156*, 2803157*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E103/11</td>
<td>1048209*, 1368969, 1583232, 3170812, 3617762</td>
<td>1368969, 1583232, 3170812, 3617762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E84/11</td>
<td>750858, 4073851, 4613711, 5143640</td>
<td>750858, 4073851, 4613711, 5143640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E101/11</td>
<td>4934415</td>
<td>4934415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E90/11</td>
<td>4253096*</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Applying the same algorithm as in our paper (2) to Guy et al.’s sequence data (1) identifies 16 of the 18 SNPs called by Guy et al. and predicts three additional SNPs (differences noted by asterisks). Dash indicates no SNPs were predicted in this isolate. Differences in SNP predictions are attributable to different filtering criteria in the SNP prediction pipelines. In addition, Guy et al. (1) express concern that our paper may not have been justified in regarding 54 potential SNPs in TY2482 as likely sequencing errors. At the time of the preparation of our paper, the raw data for TY2482 were unavailable, making SNP prediction in this genome impossible. The raw data have since become available. Analyses of the data by Guy et al. (1) and by us predict that only two of the 54 potential SNPs are valid.